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Gentle giraffes threatened
with ‘silent extinction’

For most of his life as a Samburu warrior, Lesaiton
Lengoloni thought nothing of hunting giraffes,
the graceful giants so common a feature of the

Kenyan plains where he roamed. “There was no par-
ticular pride in killing a giraffe, not like a lion... (But) a
single giraffe could feed the village for more than a
week,” the community elder told AFP, leaning on a
walking stick and gazing out to the broad plateau of
Laikipia. But fewer amble across his path these days:
in Kenya, as across Africa, populations of the world’s
tallest mammals are quietly, yet sharply, in decline.

Giraffe numbers across the continent fell 40 per-
cent between 1985 and 2015, to just under 100,000
animals, according to the best figures available to the
International Union for Conservation of Nature
(IUCN). But unlike the clarion calls sounded over the
catastrophic collapse of elephant, lion and rhino pop-
ulations, less attention was paid to the giraffe’s private
crisis. “The giraffe is a big animal, and you can see it
pretty easily in parks and reserves. This may have cre-
ated a false impression that the species was doing
well,” said Julian Fennessy, co-chair of the IUCN’s
specialist group for giraffes and okapis.

The rate of decline is much higher in central and
eastern regions, with poaching, habitat destruction
and conflict the main drivers blamed for thinning herds
of these gentle creatures. In Kenya, Somalia and
Ethiopia, reticulated giraffe numbers fell 60 percent in
the roughly three decades to 2018, the IUCN says.
The Nubian giraffe meanwhile has suffered a tragic
decline of 97 percent, pushing this rarer variety
toward total extinction. 

Further afield in Central Africa, the Kordofan
giraffe, another of the multitude subspecies, has wit-
nessed an 85 percent decrease. In 2010, giraffes were
a species of “least concern” on the IUCN red list. But
six years later they leapt to “vulnerable”, one step
down from critical, catching many by surprise. “This is
why for the giraffe we speak of the threat of a silent
extinction,” said Jenna Stacy-Dawes, research coordi-
nator at the San Diego Zoo Institute for Conservation
Research.

Mysterious giants 
Despite this, an international effort under way to

put giraffes squarely on the global conservation agen-
da has divided professional opinion. Six African
nations are pushing to regulate the international trade
in giraffes under the UN Convention on Trade in
Endangered Species (CITES), which meets from
August 17 to 28 in Geneva.  Those advocating for the
change, including Kenya, want the giraffe classified as
“a species that, although not necessarily currently
threatened with extinction, could become so if trade in
their specimens were not closely controlled”.

Critics however say there is little evidence the
international wildlife trade is responsible for dwindling
giraffe numbers. A lack of reliable data has long hin-
dered efforts to protect them. “Compared to other
charismatic species like elephants, lions and rhinos, we
know very little about giraffes,” said Symon Masiaine,
a coordinator in the Twiga Walinzi giraffe study and
protection program, which began in Kenya in 2016.
“Nowadays, we are still far behind, but we are making
progress.”

Almost nothing is reliably known about giraffe
populations in Somalia, South Sudan and eastern parts
of Democratic Republic of Congo, where collecting
such information is perilously difficult. But even
research outside conflict zones has been patchy.
Arthur Muneza, from the Giraffe Preservation
Foundation, said the first long-term study of giraffes
was not carried out until 2004. Data on giraffes is
often gathered as an afterthought by researchers
focusing on other wildlife, he added.

“Without reliable data, it is more difficult to take
appropriate conservation measures,” Muneza said. It
was not until 2018 that the IUCN had enough statis-
tics to be able to differentiate the threat levels facing
many giraffe subspecies. The reticulated and Masai
giraffes, for examples, were classified as “endangered”
while the Nubian and Kordofan were “critically
endangered”. 

Trophy hunting 
Under the proposal before CITES, the legal trade

in giraffe parts, including those obtained by trophy
hunters on Africa’s legal game reserves, would be
globally regulated. Member countries would be
required to record the export of giraffe parts or arte-
facts, something only the United States currently does,
and permits would be required for their trade. But
observers say the limited information available sug-
gests most of this trade originates from places where
giraffe numbers are actually rebounding, like South
Africa and Namibia, where game hunting is legal.

Muneza says there isn’t a clear enough picture that
the legal trade is linked to declining giraffe numbers.
“The first step should be to conduct a study to find
out the extent of international trade and its influence
on giraffe populations,” he said. Those supporting the
proposal before Geneva talk of a “precautionary prin-
ciple”-doing something now before it is too late. For
Masiaine, the Kenyan giraffe researcher, any publicity
is good publicity for these poorly-understood long-
necked herbivores. “It means that people are talking
about the giraffe,” he said. “And the species really
needs that.”— AFP

Luiz Pedreira walks with other hikers
beneath the Atlantic Forest’s thick
canopy in Brazil, where an 8,000-kilo-

metre (5,000-mile) trail stretching the full
length of the country is being opened up.  He
says he hopes that the creation of the trail,
one of the world’s longest, will raise aware-
ness about the fragility of the forest-long
devastated by loggers and farmers, and now
facing a renewed threat under President Jair
Bolsonaro. “If you don’t know something, you
don’t value it,” says Pedreira.

Inspired by long-distance tracks such as
Canada’s 24,000-kilometer Great Trail, the
project will connect paths from the southern
town of Chui on Brazil’s border with Uruguay,
to Oiapoque on its northern frontier with
French Guiana. The result will be a continuous
coastal corridor for humans and animals.
Work is already under way on the trail, which
has the backing of Brazil’s environment and
tourism ministries, but it could take years to
complete.  “If you know something, if you are
always in the forest, you will value it more,”
Pedreira tells AFP as he stands near a cliff
offering 180-degree views of the heavily
forested mountains and granite monoliths that
divide Rio de Janeiro’s neighborhoods.   “It
allows people to connect to the forest.” 

Tourist draw 
Ranked by WWF as the second most

diverse ecosystem on the planet after the
Amazon, the Atlantic Forest-or Mata
Atlantica in Portuguese-is teeming with thou-
sands of plant and animal species. When the
Portuguese first arrived in Brazil in the early
16th century, the forest covered more than 1.3
million square kilometers (500,000 square
miles) — an area roughly twice the size of
France.  Since then, however, nearly 90 per-
cent of it has disappeared-destroyed over

centuries to make way for coffee plantations,
sugar cane fields, mining, cattle grazing or
cities. 

While the rate of deforestation has slowed
in recent years, according to SOS Mata
Atlantica Foundation, there are fears that
Bolsonaro’s anti-environment rhetoric will
reverse that trend. Deforestation in the
Amazon-a rainforest seen as crucial to keep-
ing climate change in check-soared 278 per-
cent year-on-year in July, according to the
National Institute for Space Research (INPE).
That follows a 90 percent increase in June
compared to the year prior-figures Bolsonaro
has called “lies” and which prompted the
recent sacking of INPE chief Ricardo Galvao.

“Unfortunately, this government isn’t very

good for the environment,” French business-
man and long-time Rio resident Yves Lahure
told AFP after finishing a six-hour hike on a
trail that will form part of the coastal track.
But history shows the forest can be revived.
Much of the Atlantic Forest that envelops Rio
was felled for coffee plantations in the 19th
century, says Horacio Ragucci, president of
the Brazilian Excursionist Center, as he leads
a group along a dirt path made by slaves.

A water crisis forced then Brazilian emper-
or Dom Pedro II to seize the land and reforest
it, creating what is today Tijuca National Park.
Ragucci says the number of people visiting
the forest has increased over the past 10
years, many motivated to find a scenic spot to
snap a selfie. “Today, groups meet on
Facebook and gather 50 people to do a trail,”
Ragucci tells AFP.  Brazil’s authorities hope
the long-distance track will draw more for-
eign travellers to the country-already a
tourist hotspot-to generate much-needed
revenue and jobs.

“While the US receives 307 million visitors
to its parks every year, earning $17 billion,
Brazil receives just over 10 million visitors and
makes two billion reais ($500 million),” for-
mer tourism minister Vinicius Lummertz has
lamented. “This data makes no sense-we need
to take action.” The trajectory of the trail is
still being finalized, as authorities try to per-
suade private landholders in the forest to
allow hikers, runners and mountain bikers to
pass through their properties.

‘Delight itself’ 
“If I could do it every week, I would,” says

Andreza Albuquerque, as she and a group of
hikers take a break during their walk, their
sweaty backs to the trees as they gaze over
the sprawling city and Atlantic Ocean below.
“When Monday comes around, you start
work with a totally different energy.” 

Nearly 200 years ago, British naturalist
Charles Darwin expressed similar sentiments
after visiting the Atlantic Forest for the first
time. “Delight itself, however, is a weak term
to express the feelings of a naturalist who, for
the first time, has wandered by himself in a
Brazilian forest,” Darwin wrote in his diary in
1832. Lahure says he supports the idea of a
trans-Brazil trail, though he worries the forest
could one day attract too many nature lovers.
“We have a city of six million people,” Lahure
says, referring to Rio.  “If everyone comes to
Tijuca forest, it will be finished.” — AFP

This file photo shows reticulated sub-species of Giraffe
at Loisaba conservancy in Laikipia. — AFP

The Rocinha favela and the Dois Irmaos hill are seen from a hiking trail - part of a projected
8,000-kilometer trail across Brazil, which will be one of the longest in the Americas- in Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil. — AFP photos

People take photos as they walk along a hiking trail - part of a projected 8,000-kilometer trail across Brazil.People take photos at Mirante da Freira belvedere.

People walk along a hiking trail - part of a projected 8,000-
kilometer trail across Brazil.

The Christ Redeemer statue
and the Sugar Loaf hill are
seen from a hiking trail -
part of a projected 8,000-
kilometer trail across Brazil.

People look at the view from Vista Chinesa belvedere on the way of a hiking trail - part of a
projected 8,000-kilometer trail across Brazil.


